
                     STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Racing Te Aroha Date: Wednesday, 20 April 2016 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Slow (7) 
Rail: 3 Metres 
Stewards: M J Williamson (Chairman), J Oatham, A Coles, B Jones 
Typist: P Laboyrie 

 

GENERAL:  
Apprentice Rider L Magorrian advised he was unwell and unable to fulfill his engagements.  L Magorrian is to provide a 
medical clearance prior to riding next.  
HESALLJAZZ was a late scratching from Race 9 at 12.17 pm after it was discovered that the gelding had not been withdrawn 
yesterday when trainer Mr J Cropp advised he had done so.  Following an investigation it was confirmed by New Zealand 
Thoroughbred Racing that there had been a clerical error and the scratching of HESALLJAZZ had not been processed. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: TERRIFIQUE, VON TUNZELMAN, HE KIN FLY, VINEVALE, HEEZNOT, MIGHTY ME, I’LLAV BUBBLES,  

LIKEWISE, SORORIA 
Suspensions: Nil   

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil    

Warnings: Race  8 ZAMBEZI SHARK – must barrier trial prior to racing next  

Bleeders: Race 3 HUSH LITTLE SISTA – 3 month stand down from racing 

Horse Actions: Race 3 
8 

HUSH LITTLE SISTA – vet cert of fitness required prior to racing next 
LIVINGSTON – required to barrier trial to the satisfaction of Stipendiary Stewards 

Medical Certificates: Required from L Magorrian 

Rider Changes: Race  1 
5 
5 
6 
6 
8 
9 
9 

KYPO RIVER – L Satherley replaces L Magorrian (unwell) 
BLACKHAVEN – R Elliot replaces L Magorrian 
SO CHOOSY – C Lammas replaces V Colgan (unwell) 
LADY MARILYN – S McKay replaces L Magorrian 
ROSE IMPERIAL – T Thornton replaces V Colgan 
BLUE LAGOON – C Lammas replaces V Colgan 
DOWNTON ABBEY – M Coleman replaces V Colgan 
VICTORIA HEIGHTS – M Hills replaces A Collett (injured R8) 

Late Scratchings: Race 5 
8 
8 
9 

MOTUMAN – 10.25am, veterinary advice 
SPAWN OF ELAIA – at 4.03 pm prior to start 
LIVINGSTON – at 4.07 pm at start 
HESALLJAZZ – at 12.17 pm 
 

 
 
 
 



RACE COMMENTS: 
 

Race 1 PIAKO MITSUBISHI 1400 

RUACOKO (T Thornton) was slow away. 
UCAYALI (S McKay) jumped away awkwardly. 
LICAVOLI (V Gatu) was hampered leaving the barriers when ELIE SAAB (C Grylls) was taken inwards by SOLMIZATION 
(D Johnson).   
ZADOREE (M Hills) was crowded shortly after the start between TERRIFIQUE (V Colgan) which shifted outwards and 
SPLURGE (M Cameron) which lay in.   
BOTANIC (L Allpress) over-raced in the lead through the early and middle stages. 
SOLMIZATION over-raced when being restrained passing the 1000 metres. 
TERRIFIQUE raced in restricted room when crowded by ELIE SAAB which lay out with TERRIFIQUE making contact 
with the hind quarters of LICAVOLI which became unbalanced passing the 450 metres. 

Race 2 TE AROHA SUPPORTERS CLUB 1400 

WILDFLOWER (L Allpress) and LAEKEEPER (L Satherley) were slow away. 
BLACKMAGICWOMAN (V Gatu) was steadied passing the 1200 metres when GRAZIA (M Cameron) shifted inwards 
when briefly steadying away from the heels of MY SMILEY O’REILLY (A Jones).  M Cameron and A Jones were both 
advised they must exercise greater care.  Inconvenienced as a result was DUKE OF OZ (S Spratt). 
BLACKMAGICWOMAN had to be steadied off the heels of MOST LIKELY (M Hills) near the 1000 metres. 
COULEUR DE ROSE (Z Moki) raced three wide without cover. 
DUKE OF OZ was held up rounding the final turn, and was unable to obtain clear running until near the 250 metres.   
WILDFLOWER (L Allpress) was held up near the 300 metres, and continued to have difficulty obtaining clear running 
until passing the 150 metres. 
BLACKMAGICWOMAN lay out across heels approaching the 200 metres making contact with the hind quarters of 
COMPROMISE (A Collett) which then lay in, further crowding BLACKMAGICWOMAN which was steadied.  
COMPROMISE then continued to lay in, again crowding BLACKMAGICWOMAN passing the 100 metres.  Rider A 
Collett was advised she must exercise greater care.   
Rider A Jones was questioned regarding her ride aboard MY SMILEY O’REILLY which had established a significant lead 
in the early and middle stages.  A Jones advised that she had been asked to lead, and further advised she had been 
reluctant to steady the mare to any great extent as MY SMILEY O’REILLY had reacted poorly in the past when 
steadied.  A Jones’ explanation was noted.  
Rider V Colgan stood down from riding following the race as he was unwell. 

Race 3 BRUCE DUSKE FAREWELL 1200 

STAR AMAZING (L Satherley) shifted out leaving the barriers, crowding PRAISE DAN (S McKay) and FLYING ON RED (A 
Sims) which had begun awkwardly with PRAISE DAN steadying, losing ground. 
SUPREME ADDITION (D Johnson) and RUSSIAN ROULETTE (A Jones) both began awkwardly and came together with 
both runners losing ground.  
STAR AMAZING over-raced in the early stages. 
MADDEE FAE (R Elliot) raced in restricted room to the inside of HUSH LITTLE SISTA (D Danis) approaching the 500 
metres which lay in, with MADDEE FAE then reacting adversely when getting close to the running rail and baulking 
unbalancing its rider who lost his irons.  As a result MADDEE FAE went back on to PRAISE DAN (S McKay) which was 
badly hampered and steadied.  
DOMAINE (S Spratt) was crowded approaching the 400 metres between WEE SONYA (L Allpress) which shifted out 
slightly and HE KIN FLY (M Cameron) which lay in making the bend – as a result DOMAINE had to steady.   
STAR AMAZING shifted out under pressure passing the 300 metres, crowding FLASH GRIS (A Collett). 
HE KIN FLY continued to lay in under pressure in the final straight.   
DOMAINE became awkwardly placed on heels for a distance passing the 100 metres.   
HUSH LITTLE SISTA returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils and was deemed to have bled and 
faces a mandatory three month stand down from racing in New Zealand, with a veterinary certificate required prior 
to racing next.  
 



Race 4 TE AROHA LIQUOR CENTRE 1200 

YOU ARE AMAZING (M Coleman) was slow away. 
ENJOY THE RIDE (A Collett) was crowded between runners over the initial stages having to be steadied approximately 
100 metres after the start when becoming awkwardly placed on the heels of PARISDOTCON (T Thornton). 
PARISDOTCON over-raced in the middle stages. 
INA CANTA (M Cameron) made the bend passing the 800 metres awkwardly when being restrained to avoid the heels 
of BROWN GIRL (S McKay).   
BROWN GIRL raced wide without cover throughout.   

Race 5 WAIHOU EXCAVATION LTD 1600 

HEEZNOT (Z Moki) and TWINKLES (M Coleman) were slow away. 
CLOUDS OF GLORY (S McKay) raced ungenerously when being restrained in the early stages. 
BRIAR ROSE (S Spratt) raced ungenerously in the early to middle stages.   
CASTLE HILL (A Collett) shifted outwards approaching the junction on to the course proper near the 1400 metres 
hampering HEEZNOT. 
TWINKLES (M Coleman) was reluctant to improve into a marginal run passing the 250 metres, and then was briefly 
crowded and steadied.  TWINKLES then shifted to the inside of BRIAR ROSE to obtain clear running near the 150 
metres.   
LINCHPIN (M Cameron) shifted in under pressure near the 50 metres briefly crowding the weakening SO CHOOSY (C 
Lammas).  Contributing was outward movement from BLACKHAVEN (R Elliot) which had shifted away from CASTLE 
HILL (A Collett).   
When questioned regarding the performance of SAINT FINN rider M Du Plessis was unable to offer any tangible 
excuse with SAINT FINN undergoing a veterinary examination which did not reveal any abnormality.  
When questioned regarding the improved performance of HEEZNOT trainer Ms M Murdoch advised that the gelding 
had raced very ungenerously at his only two race day appearances, and was subsequently trialed with Ear Covers 
where the gelding had performed well.  Ms M Murdoch was expecting an improved performance with the addition of 
Ear Covers today.   

Race 6 SIR SLICK WINNERS CIRCLE 1400 

ROSE IMPERIAL (T Thornton) jumped outwards at the start, crowding ESPELETTE (M Cameron) on to HYPERVELOCITY 
(S Spratt).   
ROSE IMPERIAL and IN A FRENZY (D Johnson) came together passing the 1000 metres.  
When questioned regarding the performance of ROSE IMPERIAL rider T Thornton advised that she believed that the 
filly may be better suited to the left handed way of going, further advising that today’s existing track conditions may 
has also contributed to the disappointing performance. 
Trainer Mr A Forsman reported that ESPELETTE had coughed subsequent to racing.   

Race 7 ECOLAB 1600 

THE SWEET ESCAPE (S Spratt) was slow to begin. 
CITY EXPRESS (M Hills) was hampered leaving the barriers when BAGSAGOLD (T Thornton) jumped inwards. 
THE MIG (L Allpress) over-raced in the early and middle stages.   
GOLD HUNTER (R Norvall) raced ungenerously when being restrained passing the 1200 metres.   
MARTINI LASS (S McKay) raced three wide without cover throughout.   
GOLD HUNTER was inclined to lay in when placed under pressure early in the final straight becoming awkwardly 
placed on the heels of MARTINI LASS which shifted out passing the 300 metres.   

Race 8 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE 

SPAWN OF ELAIA was declared a late scratching at 4.03 pm after dislodging rider A Collett prior to the preliminaries 
with A Collett requiring medical treatment and was stood down from her remaining ride. 
The start was further delayed after R Norvall was seriously injured when LIVINGSTON became fractious entering the 
barriers. LIVINGSTON was subsequently a late scratching at 4.07 pm.  R Norvall was attended to by ambulance 
personnel before being transferred to Waikato Hospital after suffering a compound fracture of the left leg.  
LIVINGSTON’S co-trainers were advised the mare must barrier trial to the satisfaction of Stewards, prior to racing 
next.  As a result the start of this race was delayed approximately 19 minutes.  
OVER TORQUE (A Jones) and ZAMBEZI SHARK (M Du Plessis) were both slow to begin.   



CAPISTRANO PEARL (L Allpress) began awkwardly.   
ZAMBEZI SHARK became tailed off in the early to middle stages and was not persevered with from the 600 metres.  
Trainers N Hanley and K Whiting were advised that the filly must barrier trial to the satisfaction of Stewards prior to 
racing next.  ZAMBEZI SHARK underwent a post-race veterinary examination which did not reveal any abnormality.   
CAPISTRANO PEARL was steadied passing the 600 metres when awkwardly placed on heels.  CAPISTRANO PEARL 
then attempted a marginal run to the inside of PUSHTHEBOUNDARIES (T Thornton) passing the 400 metres, and was 
then held up for a distance.   
BLUE LAGOON (C Lammas) was inclined to lay out over the final 100 metres inconveniencing CRAFTYEVA (M 
Cameron) over the concluding stages.   

Race 9 JAN REVELL MEMORIAL 1400 

The start of this race was officially put back to 4.45 pm.   
The start was further delayed when BEACON OF HOPE (M Cameron) was removed from the barriers after becoming 
fractious to undergo a veterinary inspection being passed fit to run. 
PROMISES (M Du Plessis) was slow away. 
VICTORIA HEIGHTS (M Hills) began awkwardly and lay outwards crowding ARZAK (E Smith) on to SORORIA (L 
Allpress). 
BEACON OF HOPE over-raced when being restrained in the lead passing the 1100 metres.   
TWILIGHT OFFER (D Johnson) over-raced when being steadied away from the heels of DOWNTON ABBEY (M 
Coleman) passing the 1100 metres going back on to PROMISES which had to be firmly restrained. 
VICTORIA HEIGHTS commenced to race very fiercely approaching the 1000 metres having to shift outwards to avoid 
the heels of WORTHISWAITNGOLD (E Farr) making contact with ARZAK which was badly hampered being forced 
across the heels of SORORIA.  VICTORIA HEIGHTS continued to race fiercely making contact with the hind quarters of 
SORORIA.   

 
 
 


